
THE DRONES WHY WRITE A LETTER

Why Write a Letter That You'll Never Send Lyrics: We don't write letters any more / There ain't the time or place / But a
friend of mine wrote.

I'm not an academic, I'm not an intellectual, I'm not a sportsman; I'm a musician. I want to talk about I See
Sewaweed in a minute but if I could just go back into something. But we got through that. Is it based on any
actual letter? When I listen to what you do, I'm mindful that Australia has a very different and strong
songwriting tradition which, for want of a better word, I might call literary. Had never heard of them before
but went along to the kings arms gig and was blown away. Every other city in Australia just has one. Nah, I've
done it. I think that will be pretty intense. So we'd never really seen the full three hour onslaught which was
like Sonic Youth or something. I just stuck that in there laughs Truly, it just resonated with me and that's all I
need. The Australian Music Prize was good because they give you money, but the Arias and shit like that. It's
a weird trade. So I wanted to do something super-bleak and super-sparse. It's a matter of getting a bit of
everything in there except the quietest stuff we do. But so intriguing was that slurry message â€” not to
mention the Drones new album I See Seaweed â€” that I persisted and on the fourth shot got Liddiard who
was rather more chipper an alert than his phone message suggested. I read anything really, physics. The
progression plods upward in volume, with the two chords each accompanying the two halves of each quatrain.
They could have been I guess and the Drones can play anything. Is it fair? He just totally put a picture in your
head. We only half an hour so we went for the high impact, some light and shade but not too much shade
because we'd just lose everybody. Mine this and mine that, mining's great. So you've got to pretend it's
someone else. We've seen him play a lot before, and seen Crazy Horse but then he was doing that Greendale
thing. Things didn't start well though. A lotta people rocked up thinking he was going to play all his acoustic
folkie stuff. I read somewhere you said you didn't feel like you fitted in at school and then of course coming
from Perth to Sydney then Melbourne. Are you aware of that long tradition of literary stuff coming through?
The song Why Write a Letter That You'll Never Post is an interesting one because you say you will read
verbatim, but it's clearly not a letter you received at all.


